
274 Hard -to -find language translators.

=Lingoe world translators
Both models translate 80,000 words, 5,000 phrases be-
tween 10 languages. Built-in 32K databank.

MidEastem TR-9702. English, German, French, Span-
ish, Portuguese, Turkish, Polish, Russian, Hebrew and Ara-
bic. RSU 12137279 79.99
Pacifica TR-9707. English, French, Chinese, Korean,
German, Portuguese, Spanish, Vietnamese, Japanese and
Thai.RSU 12135257 79.99

(1)

(2)

Ling u:
New Talking translator-

you don't have to guess
at pronunciation!
Lingo® 6 Talk TR-9600. Over 36,000
words and 3,000 phrases spoken in dear, na-
tive accents. Translates between Engish, Ital-
ian, German, French, Portuguese and Spanish.
10 -digit calculator can speak in any of the 6
languages. Metric and currency conversions.
World -time clock for 200 cities.
RSU 12135265 99.99

OM Lingo 14 -language translator
Continental TR-9802. Translates over 56,000 words and
1,700 useful phrases between English, German, French,
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Greek, Russian, Czech, Arabic,
Hebrew, Chinese, Japanese and Korean. World -time in 200
cities. Calculator with 6 metric and 8 currency conversions.
Databank for storing names, phone numbers, notes
RSU 12135240 59.99
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Speaking Language Master
for people visually impaired
Special Edition LM-6000SE. Comprehensive desk
reference book now in speaking form-you no longer
have to guess how to pronounce a new word! Dictio-
nary with 300,000 in-depth definitions, including parts
of speech, inflected forms, etymologies and multiple
meanings. Thesaurus with 500,000 synonyms, grouped
by meaning and defined. Spelling correction for over
110,000 words. Extensive grammar guide with parts of
speech, sentences, punctuation and usage. Headphone
jack for private listening. Full -speech capability enables
people who are blind or visually impaired to hear
everything a sighted person would see on the screen.
Stores up to 26 messages that can be played back in
spoken form. Locator dots where needed. Adjustable
type size. RSU 11559663 499.99
Speaking Language Master LM -6000. Same as
LML-6000SE above but without full -speech capability.
RSU 10287704 229.99

Label maker and cordless pencil sharpeners.

Print professional -looking labels
in seconds-it's easy and fun!
(1) KL-750. Type the label message on the keyboard, then
touch a button to print your label. Perfect for home, school
or office. 84 printable letters and symbols and 3 character
effects. Requires 8 "AA" batteries. ri
63-606 49.99
(2) Black letters on white 9mm tape. 63-607 14.99

(3) Black letters on clear 9mm tape. 63-608 14.99

Cordless pencil sharpeners
(4) Deluxe model. The efficiency of an AC powered
sharpener with cordless convenience. Requires 4 "AA"
batteries. 61-2590 11.99

(5) Battery -powered pencil sharpener. Includes spare
blade. Requires 4 "AA" batteries.
61-2768 3 99

(4)

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'', or see our selection of products at RadioShack.com.Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


